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I think I probably say this every Christmas season. Well, I might as well say it again—get it over 

with and we can go on with the festivities. But every year I’m struck with the reality that 

everywhere you go this time of year, you hear the message of Jesus. It’s in the stores; it’s on the 

radio; it’s on television. You know, for those people in our culture that are trying to move us to a 

more secular culture, this one for sure, is getting through the cracks. It’s everywhere! These 

Christmas carols contain some of the deepest, richest, theology we embrace as a church. But every 

time I hear it, I find myself wondering, “Do we hear the message?” I’ll guarantee you, today people 

driving their cars, people watching television, people in the malls, people in the stores, they are 

broken; they are hurting; they are in pain; they are in fear; there’s anxiety; there’s despair; there’s 

hopelessness; they’re trying everything imaginable to figure out—is there anything in this life that 

works? —and I find myself wondering, “Do you realize what you’re looking for, the answer is it’s 

right there.” It’s everywhere this time of year. I find myself wishing, just once in the mall, I could 

get up on a table and say, “People, just give me ten minutes to explain to you why this Jesus thing 

matters in the midst of your pain and your despair and your hurting.” But obviously, I can’t do that 

in the mall—but I can do it here, and that’s what we want to talk about this morning.  

 

If you have a Bible, turn with us to 1 John, Chapter 5. Starting in chapter 5 John begins to come to a 

conclusion, to kind of pull the whole book together.  But we started this study in September and it’s 

kind of hard to remember exactly what we covered in September and October, so I think the best 

way to really understand chapter 5 is to go back and remind ourselves of what we’ve talked about. 

So that’s what we want to do to start this morning. So if you turn back to chapter 1, we’re going to 

make a quick survey back through what we’ve covered so far. The book opens with the words 

 

What was from the beginning, (*NASB, 1 John 1:1a) 

 

John’s not talking about the beginning of his letter; he’s not even talking about the beginning of the 

life of Christ. He’s talking about what was in the beginning. Before there was anything else, there 

was God and God forever has dwelt in relationship with Himself. The doctrine of the Trinity is a 

belief that there is one God but that one God is three Persons: God the Father, God the Son, God the 

Spirit. Now we can’t really comprehend all of that but it’s a very important doctrine because it 

reminds us that, forever, God has been a God of love. Forever God has been a God of relationship. 

This is the essence of life itself. Before there was anything else, there was God and God was full of 

life and God was full of love and God lived in community with Himself. These aren’t things that 

just started somewhere along the way. They’ve always been—because they’re the essence of who 

God is. God the Father, God the Son, God the Spirit celebrating one another, loving one another,  

glorifying one another, living in relationship with one another, which is what theologians have often 

referred to as The Dance of God.  Forever God has lived in this community—this life with 

Himself—and this life is defined by celebrating the other, by giving oneself away. At a point in 

time, John tells us that Jesus came to make an invisible God visible. He became the visible 

manifestation of an invisible God. He came as the ...Word of Life. It’s a phrase that John used in 

his gospel and he uses here in his epistle—that Jesus came to be the revelation, the Word of this life 
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that has defined God forever, a life defined by giving oneself away, by celebrating another, by 

living for something more than just selfish consumerism. John tells us right from the beginning that 

this is the story that I have heard myself—I’ve heard it with my own ears; I’ve seen it with my own 

eyes; I’ve scrutinized it; I’ve touched Him—and he’s here to say, “This is the truth of Jesus; this is 

the God who came to make life known.” He reminds us that this life that has defined God forever is 

called eternal life. It’s not just referring to a duration of life; it’s referring to a quality of life—the 

life that has defined God forever. John tells us in this opening paragraph that, of all things, God 

became flesh in order to invite us as sinful people into the dance of life. God has danced with 

Himself forever but, at a point in time, on the basis of what Jesus would do on the cross as the 

Savior of the world, it would be possible to invite us into the dance with Him forever. But starting 

in Chapter 1, Verse 5, through Chapter 2, Verse 6, we reminded ourselves that God is light. It isn’t 

just that God is in the light; it’s that God is light. Therefore, if you’re going to dance with Jesus, you 

must dance in the light. In Him there is no darkness at all (1 John 1:5).   

 

But here’s the problem: Whenever we step into the light, the light exposes our rats. The light 

exposes our stuff; the light exposes our sin. Now all of us have rats; all of us have stuff. The 

moment of truth is when we step into the light and our stuff is exposed.  What do we do?  In that 

moment we either go back into the darkness, in order that our rats might be hidden in the darkness, 

or we’re willing to step into the light and experience the forgiveness that God offers. If we’re 

unwilling to expose our rats—to deal with our rats—we slip back into the darkness, and what often 

happens is, then we go down the street and we open our own dance studio and we invite others to 

dance in our dance studio.  But here are the ground rules: we will always dance in the darkness. We 

will maintain this superficial counterfeit concept of community where no rats are exposed; 

everybody dances in the dark and, “Let’s just live in despair together.”  The alternative is: we step 

into the light and we believe that God says that, “He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to 

cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” He’s made it possible for us to dance with Him in the light 

together. That’s the essence of real, authentic Christian community. 

 

In Chapter 2, starting in verse 7, John reminded us of an old, new commandment. The old is that 

God is love and God has always called His people to be a people of love. What was new about this 

commandment is, as of Jesus coming and making a way of salvation and sending His Spirit to live 

within us, Jesus said, “I’m calling you to love as I have loved.” He raised the bar—to love as He 

had loved.  And the only way to do that is to experience His salvation, to have His power, to have 

His presence, to have His Spirit within us—to love as Jesus loved. We defined biblical love, not 

primarily as a feeling or an emotion, but as an act of our will—to think of others as more important 

than ourselves, to die to ourselves, to give ourselves away for the good of another. If that’s love, 

then hate is the contrast of that. Hate is not primarily an emotion when it’s defined biblically. If love 

is to give myself away, then hate is to live for myself; it’s to be selfish to the core.  It’s to use other 

people in order to make me happy, in order to give me significance, in order to give me pleasure—

to live my life as a consumer and live for myself—and it’s really important to remind ourselves, 

“That is our default setting. That is how I will live my life unless something radically changes deep 

within me.”  

 

In Chapter 2, Verses 15-17, we talked about the two different operating systems in the world—that 

there is a world system that defines most people’s lives. This, again, is the default setting. It’s based 

on this idea that once we’re cut off from a relationship with God because of sin, we must become 

our own gods. We must make ourselves significant. We must give ourselves value, and the only 

way to do that is on the basis of my performance. My performance has to be measured; therefore 

it’s measured on the basis of comparisons. So life becomes a competition. It’s a competition about 
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my significance and about my value, based on my performance. Again, there’s nothing wrong with 

performance. The problem is when performance begins to define my value, when it begins to define 

my significance. As long as I’m living in that operating system, every single person is a competitor. 

I’m competing with you—therefore I’m not free to love you. I’m not free to die to myself; I’m not 

free to give myself away. As long as I’m stuck in that operating system, I can never love like Jesus. 

The system requires me to be selfish to the core. We reminded ourselves that, in this system, there 

are no winners. There will never be a winner in this system. The system is designed by Satan 

himself. He is the architect of the system and it is designed to destroy you.  That’s the whole point! 

The Bible says there is a way that seems right, but in the end it is destruction, and that is the system 

of the world.  

 

But there is an alternative. The alternative is this scandalous thing called grace—that God has made 

a way through Jesus and His death on the cross, that we can experience forgiveness of sin—to 

remove that which separates us from God, that we might have a right relationship with God. Having 

a right relationship with God, I get my significance and my value by being rightly related to Him. 

Now we’re back to Genesis 2. That’s the way God intended for it to be and, out of that, I live my 

life. Out of that I perform, and I would suggest to you I perform better because, every day my self 

esteem is not at stake. For the first time in my life, I’m actually free to die to myself and to give 

myself away. I’m actually free to think of others as more important than myself because my self 

esteem—my value, my significance—is rooted in the person of God and, because that’s on the basis 

of grace, it has nothing to do with my performance.  And it’s rock solid every day! 

 

We went on in Chapter 2, Verse 18, through the end of the chapter, to remember that there are false 

teachers setting up a counterfeit Christianity. It seems like the right thing; it seems like the real deal 

but it’s counterfeit. It doesn’t have the life; it doesn’t have the power; it doesn’t have the inside-out 

radical transformation that the true gospel contains. At the center of the true gospel is the doctrine 

on the person and work of Jesus. No group—no church, no organization—can be considered 

Christian if they don’t have the doctrine of Jesus correct. The whole idea of Christianity is built on 

the Christ— that Jesus is the Christ—and so that’s always where we start.  And this truth matters! 

We come together to dance with Jesus in the light and so truth is at the center of authentic 

Christianity, authentic community. 

 

In Chapter 3 John opens with his magnificent picture that we have been called the children of God. 

As a matter of fact, again he seems somewhat astounded that this could even be possible. The 

phrase in the gospels, when Jesus calms the sea and the disciples say, “Who is this man, that even 

the wind and the waves obey him?” is the exact same Greek word that John uses when he says, 

“Who is this God that He would love us so much that He would actually make us His children?” It’s 

not just that He somehow dealt with our sin and gave us a ticket to heaven; it’s so much more than 

that. He actually has called us to be His children—to love us and to celebrate us—now and forever! 

John reminds us that the world did not recognize Jesus; they did not understand who He was when 

he walked on this earth—and the same thing is true today. People don’t understand who this Jesus 

is. They don’t understand what He has done. They laugh at Him; they mock Him; they make fun of 

Him; they dismiss Him.  But they do not understand who He was and what He did. But John 

reminds us that even though today there may be this ongoing debate about what is ultimately true, 

this is the debate that ultimately will be settled. It will be settled when Jesus comes back and people 

see Him in all of His glory. Paul tells us in Philippians—in that moment—“Every knee will bow and 

every tongue will confess that Jesus is Lord, to the glory of God.” Once and for all the debate will 

be settled and, as soon as we get this magnificent picture of Jesus in all of His glory, John tells us 

something absolutely stunning happens. Not only in that moment will we be with Him as His 
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children, John tells us “In that moment we shall be like Him”. We will be revealed as the 

magnificent children of God that He has radically changed from the inside-out, and the world will 

see that this is what Jesus has done. It will be an absolutely glorious moment!  

 

But because that’s true, the text goes on to say, then we must accept that something has radically 

changed on the inside. This is not cold, stale religion where, if this is the case, we need to follow the 

rules better. It is a transformational theology—that we actually have been changed. We’ve been 

born again. We have the seed of God; we have the nature of God; we have the Spirit of God—it’s 

from the inside-out! And if that is true, then we can no longer sin as a way of life. The fact of the 

matter is: we all stumble; we all fall; we all sin. John’s already said that in chapter 1. But what the 

text talks about here in Chapter 3 is: we can’t sin as a way of life. When we sin, it bothers us. When 

we sin, we’re grieved. There’s something deep within us that says, “I don’t want to live that way; I 

don’t want to offend God,” and we feel the sorrow of that; we feel the conviction of that; we feel the 

grief of that. It’s a very sobering text to remind us: if we can sin as a way of life and that just simply 

doesn’t bother us, we have every reason to believe that we’ve never really experienced the life-

changing power of Jesus. It’s important to remind ourselves, just because we know the right 

answers on a quiz doesn’t mean we’ve ever really embraced the message and experienced Jesus’ 

transformational power in our lives. 

 

He goes on in Chapter 3 and reminds us again, starting in verse 11. He goes back to the topic of 

love and how important it is that we love as Jesus has loved.  And basically he says because this is 

true—this is what’s in us; this is what will flow out of us—no longer can we look at the world and 

its brokenness and its pain and its suffering and its struggles and just not care. Something is 

changed inside of us.  Our heart grieves and there’s something that says, “This isn’t the way it’s 

supposed to be,” and we get this vision for what God intended for the world and there’s something 

in us that says, “This world is not acceptable and I can’t just sit by and watch it.”  And so this love 

of God begins to flow through us but the problem is, we don’t always act on that. We aren’t always 

as loving as we should be; we aren’t always as active as we should be about doing the right thing; 

and so our hearts condemn us and say, “You know you’re a lousy Christian.  If you were a good 

Christian, you would have loved more; you would have done this; you would have done that,” and 

what John says is, “That’s part of what’s happening inside.”  We’ve changed and sometimes we 

don’t live that way and our heart condemns us.  But God comes along and says, “Even though your 

heart condemns you, it condemns you because you’ve been radically changed, because you’re being 

changed from the inside-out,” and God knows the truth and He says, “I’m making you into a 

magnificent child of mine,” and over and over again we’re reminded that God is changing us from 

the inside-out. 

 

At the end of that text we reminded ourselves that one of the big things that prohibits community in 

Christian circles is we have a tendency to pick at each other. Now that we understand the bar is way 

up here and now we understand this is how we should live, we have a tendency to kind of judge 

one-another and pick at one-another, remind ourselves of everything we’re doing wrong—and we 

reminded ourselves that nobody really likes to be fixed. If every time I show up with a group of  

people, they pick at me and they’re trying to fix me, and they remind me of all the ways I’ve let 

God down today, I really don’t want to be around those people; I don’t need more of that. But 

rather, we need to take one out of God’s playbook and say, “Even though you may be discouraged, 

even though you may feel like you didn’t measure up today, what’s happening inside of you is 

absolutely magnificent. God is changing you from the inside-out.” We need to spend more time 

encouraging, more time celebrating, more time actually believing that God is doing a radical work 

and say, “These are all the ways that I see it in your life and it’s real and it’s true and I do believe 
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it’s going to come to pass and let’s celebrate that together.”  There isn’t a single person in this room 

this morning that wouldn’t absolutely thrive in an environment like that. 

 

John goes on, then, in Chapter 4. He reminds us that we need to test the spirits. Not everyone that 

says, “This is from God,” is really speaking for God. We need to test the spirits and make sure that 

what’s being said as coming from God or coming from the Spirit of God or even coming from the 

Bible, actually is. And then John took us back again: The first test is always having to do with the 

person and work of Jesus—understanding who Jesus is and what Jesus has done for us. If any so-

called Christian organization misses on that one, it’s a miss; it’s counterfeit!  It’s always where we 

start. 

 

And then finally last week, again, we went back to this theme of love and John reminded us that the 

theology of love is not just religious theory; it’s not theological theory; but that, at a point in time, 

God manifested His love; He demonstrated his love. He rolled up His sleeves and entered into the 

mess. God gave up His own Son, knowing that He would be rejected, knowing He would be 

flogged, knowing He would be mocked, knowing He would be spat upon, knowing that He 

ultimately would be tortured to death. He knew that when He gave up His own Son, it was the only 

way that we might experience the forgiveness of sin and a relationship with Him. Therefore we 

understand that even though life can be hard, life can be confusing, life can be painful, life can 

sometimes cause us to wonder, “Where is God in all of this?” the one thing we cannot doubt is the 

love of God. It’s not just theory. God acted on His love and demonstrated His love with the ultimate 

gift for us. Therefore we should love one another as God has loved us. All of that, then, brings us to 

Chapter 5 and John kind of brings all this together, then. He says, 

 

Whoever believes that Jesus is the Christ is born of God (vs.1a) 
 

Now this again, as you’ve just heard, this is a theme throughout the letter—that Jesus Christ is 

front-and-center. He’s the cornerstone of the message that John is proclaiming. Now basically the 

text is not saying that if you believe in Jesus Christ, you are born again. Now that’s true—it’s one 

hundred percent true—but that’s not the point he’s making here. The point he’s making here is the 

other way around and we know that by the verb tenses. The verb ...born of God is in a perfect 

tense, which tells us he’s referring to something that happened in the past, but has an ongoing 

effect. So he’s saying, “If you’ve been born again (in the past), then you believe that Jesus is the 

Christ (present-tense).” So in other words he’s saying, “If you’ve really experienced new birth, then 

you proclaim Jesus as the Christ.” And the logic of that would be—because you’ve been radically 

changed. Again the language of the text is radical. John is the originator of this language born 

again.  It shows up in his gospel and it shows up again in his epistle. Some of us have heard the 

language so much, we fail to realize that, “This is radical. This isn’t that I’ve been remodeled; this 

isn’t that I’ve been refurbished; this isn’t that I have new siding on the outside. This is I’ve been 

radically changed—I’ve been completely reborn.”  

 

This is the reason why you can’t go back. The old me doesn’t exist anymore. I’m reborn; I’ve been 

completely transformed. I have a new nature; I have the seed of God. I’m a child of God; I have the 

Spirit of God. Something within me is radically new and different. That’s what the text is saying 

and what he’s saying is: if you’ve been born of God—if you’ve experienced that—then obviously 

you affirm Jesus as the Christ because you have the very nature of Christ; you have the Spirit of 

Christ; you’re a child of God.  How could you not affirm Jesus as the Christ? The false teachers 

were saying, “Yes, we’ve had that experience with God but we don’t think that Jesus is the Christ.” 

And John is saying, “No way—it’s not possible.” 
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Now this is very helpful for understanding assurance of salvation. When I get into these discussions 

with my theological friends that believe you can lose your salvation, the discussion always goes 

around this idea of free-will. “Well, we believe that you have free-will so, just as you accepted 

Jesus, if at some point along the way you choose to, you can reject Jesus.” That makes sense if the 

only thing that happened was a business transaction where you got a ticket to heaven and, at any 

point along the way, you can choose to give your ticket back. But that’s not the language of the 

New Testament. The language of the New Testament is absolutely radical. You’ve actually been 

born again. Again the reason you can’t go back is because there is no back. Paul says to the 

Corinthians that, Old things are passed away; all things have become new. That person doesn’t 

even exist anymore. I’ve been born of God; I have the seed of God; I have the nature of God. 

Everything’s radically changed. So, if that’s true that I have the Spirit of God, if that’s true that I 

have the nature of God, if that’s true that I have the seed of God, if I’ve been so radically changed, 

how could the very nature of Christ, the very Spirit of Christ, deny Jesus is the Christ? Jesus would 

be denying Himself. How could Jesus do that? He’s not schizophrenic; He’s not double-minded. 

Jesus would never say, “I don’t exist.” So the logic is: if that’s who’s in me now, then that would be 

the affirmation that Jesus is the Christ—rock solid into eternity. 

 

Whoever believes that Jesus is the Christ is born of God; and whoever loves the Father 

loves the child born of Him. By this we know that we love the children of God, when we 

love God and observe His commandments. (5:1-2) 
 

Now that feels like it goes in circles. Actually, it does. John is saying that if we love the Father, we 

love His children. That makes sense. But then he goes on to say, “How do we love the children?—

by loving God.” You say, “Well that feels like it’s going in circles,” and it is.  But it’s gone in 

circles through the whole letter, because constantly what he has said is, “This is a package deal.” 

Because, if you experience God’s love, it’s not that we love God; it’s that God loved us and God 

has radically changed us from the inside-out. But the fact is He has changed us. So now, as a result 

of His love in us, we love Him. If we love Him, we love His children because we have the love of 

God and God loves His children. So how do we love his children?—by loving God!  It’s a package 

deal; you can’t separate it out. The false teachers were saying, “We love God,” but they hated the 

people and what John is saying is, “It doesn’t work way. If you love God, you love His children. 

You love His children by loving God and keeping His commandments. Verse 3 is very important: 

 

For this is the love of God, that we keep His commandments; and His commandments 

are not burdensome.  

 

This is really helpful to distinguish. Do I really get this thing? Do I really understand who God is? 

Do I understand what He’s done for me? And one of the ways to measure this is to come back and 

say, “Do I consider His commandments burdensome?  Are they a blessing or are they a burden?” 

Religion is driven by fear; religion is driven by intimidation. It’s this idea that somehow we must 

appease the gods. If we don’t appease the gods, they’re going to whack us.  So here are the rules; 

here are the regulations; here’s the religion.  This is what you must do in order to earn God’s favor 

or at least prevent God from whacking you. And so that’s what it becomes. This is religion—cold 

and stale. Strangely enough, there’s something about that that appeals to people. One of the reasons 

is because it fits perfectly with the world’s operating system. It makes perfect sense. That’s the way 

everything else in life works; that must be the way God works. So we say, “That makes sense.” But 

it also appeals to us because there’s a certain clarity to it. That’s why people thrive on legalism.  

There’s kind of this safety to it, because it’s “Here are the rules; do this; don’t do that and 

everything will be okay,” and people like that.  It’s like at work when your boss says, “This is 
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exactly what you have to do to get a promotion.” At least you say, “Okay, I get it. That’s exactly 

what’s required of me.”  

 

The problem is: nobody can keep the rules. Nobody maintains the standards and there’s this 

constant sense in which I’m failing; I’m not keeping up; it’s a burden; it’s a ball-and-chain and you 

feel the weight of religion day after day after day, until people finally get to the point where, “I 

can’t take this anymore; I can’t take this guilt and this shame and this condemnation and this burden 

day after day after day.  I’ve had it up to here with religion, I’ve had it up to here with God—I’m 

out of here!”  And often people think, in doing that, they have experienced God and it didn’t work. 

They have no idea that they have only experienced cold, stale, lifeless religion. That is nothing like 

what God is. God is a heavenly daddy who loves His children, who loves to celebrate His children 

and delight in His children. He has invited us, at the cost of His own Son, to dance with Him in the 

light forever—to celebrate, to experience joy, to experience freedom, to experience life. But there 

has to be a roadmap. He hasn’t left us just to meander through life and learn everything the hard 

way. His commandments are His way of saying, “This is the way to life. This is what you need to 

know. You need to say, ‘Yes,’ to this; you need to say, ‘No’ to this, in order to find the life that I 

want you to have.”  

 

Now over the years I’ve done well over two hundred weddings and, at every single wedding, there’s 

a point in time where the bride and groom are committing to something like this: “Do you commit 

to forsake all others for the sake of pursuing intimacy with this one person whom you love the rest 

of your life?” Never in over two hundred weddings have I ever had a bride or groom, at that 

moment in the ceremony say, “Ohhhh! What a burden! You’ve got to be kidding me!” (laughter) 

Actually it’s just the opposite. In that moment, they are so in love, as they look into each other’s 

eyes, that’s the whole point. “I’ve made a decision to forsake all others because I want to spend the 

rest of my life pursuing intimacy with you.” I’ve never had a bride or groom see that as a burden. 

That’s exactly what God is doing.  As a heavenly Daddy that loves His children, He’s saying, 

“Listen, this is the way to life; this is the way to freedom; this is the way to everything your soul’s 

longing for. These are the things that you cannot do. These are intimacy destroyers; these are 

destructive.  But these are the things that lead to the life you’re looking for.” God’s commandments 

are not a burden. They’re a blessing; they’re the roadmap to life. He goes on in verse 4 and says: 

 

For whatever is born of God overcomes the world; and this is the victory that has 

overcome the world—our faith. Who is the one who overcomes the world, but he who 

believes that Jesus is the Son of God? (Vs. 4-5) 
 

Once again he uses this word overcome. This is one of his favorite terms. Overcome implies a 

battle and it implies a victor. The battle is against the world, meaning the world’s system. The 

architect of the world’s system intends for you to be destroyed. That’s the way the system is set up. 

This very day the stores, the malls, the streets, the neighborhoods, the homes around us will be 

filled with people who the world is destroying. They feel the pain of that; they feel this thing is 

broken. Their dream is turned into a nightmare. They’re lonely; they’re isolated; they’re broken; 

they’re in despair; they’re in pain; they’re struggling; they wonder, “Is there any hope? Is there any 

way out?” but they simply don’t know where to turn. “Where is there life? Is there any way to 

overcome this system that feels like it’s going to destroy me?” And in the midst of their pain they 

don’t know where to turn, so they turn to more destructive behaviors.  They turn to alcohol; they 

turn to drugs; they turn to pornography; they turn to materialism; they turn to power; they turn to 

position; they turn to pleasure; they turn to something—something that can set me free. But none of 

it works and the hole gets deeper and deeper and deeper and deeper and the question is, “Is there 
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any way out?” This is a moment where I’d like to stand on a table at the mall and say, “Yes! It’s the 

whole point. It’s the whole reason why God rolled up His sleeves and got in the middle of the mess. 

It’s the whole reason why He gave up His Son to die, that through believing that God tells the truth, 

this is the way out. This is the way that overcomes the world. This is the reason for hope. The 

whole story of Christmas is God’s willingness to give us what we desperately needed to overcome 

the world and find life in Him.” This Christmas season, maybe you’re feeling the pain; maybe 

you’re feeling the despair; maybe you’re feeling the brokenness; maybe you feel the sense that this 

isn’t working. This system that has defined my life is breaking down and my life’s a mess and I 

don’t know where to turn and I wonder, “Is there any hope?” The answer is, “Yes, yes—this one 

who came—Jesus, to be the Christ, to be the Savior, that His body would be broken, His blood 

would be shed, that we might experience His life, that we might overcome, get victory over a 

system intended to destroy us and experience His life now and forever. You don’t have to go out 

and get good; you don’t have to go out and do religion; you don’t have to crawl a mile on broken 

glass; you just have to be willing to—in brokenness and humility—receive the gift He offers—in 

order that you might have life. 

 

 

Our Father, we’re thankful that when we were desperately lost in our sin, when the  

world’s system was busy destroying us, God, You sent Your Son into this messy world.  

You sent Your Son, knowing that He would be mocked, rejected, and tortured to death,  

but knowing it was the only way that You could offer this salvation freely as a gift.  

Lord, my prayer would be that every single person in this room this morning would 

experience this victory, would experience this life, would know what it feels like to 

experience the love of a heavenly Daddy that wants to enjoy us with Him forever,  

in Jesus’ Name, Amen. 

 

 

Video: 

Well, up until I was fifteen or sixteen, I went to church constantly. I mean my parents were very 

staunch Christians. You know, I knew there was a God but I just didn’t think it had anything to do 

with me. Everything that I was told was a sin was the things that I was having fun doing. 

 

You know, in my first marriage, we both drank; we both did drugs. We separated three times during 

that marriage—almost always because of alcohol and drugs. I would babysit my daughter. I would 

take her to my friends’ houses, smoke dope and drink.  My daughter—three, four, five years-old 

would run around and play. She just grew up around me drinking—you know, whenever I had 

custody or had visitation with her. After I divorced her mother and I was remarried, my wife did get 

pregnant. She had my son when my daughter was eleven. 

 

Well an opportunity came up to go to England with the company that I was working with, and that 

was where my alcoholism really got kicked up into high gear. I would work everyday and I would 

go to work about seven or eight o’clock in the morning and, because I was so sick and hung-over 

and so drained from the previous night, I would go in the office and I had a really big palacious 

office with a couch in it and I would go in and literally lay down on the couch and close my eyes 

and tell her, “I don’t want any calls; I don’t want any visitors until after lunch.” My wife used to tell 

me I never went to sleep; I would pass out and come to. 

 

Because I was an alcoholic and I had a bad attitude and I was very difficult to get along with, the 

company kind of edged me out, more or less.  And the only option that I ended up with, after my 
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turmoil with them, was possibly buying a franchise operation and there was one for sale here in 

Lincoln. I went to this corporate conference and I was in a suit and I was one of the honored guests 

because I had just gotten back from England.  It was a two-day event and the first day I went to the 

training and then I went out that night to the bar and I got in my truck and pulled away from the 

curb and cops busted me. I had forgotten to turn on my headlights and they took me to jail. There 

was a street bum in there that got there first, so here I am in a suit thinking I’m a big shot, and I 

have to wake this guy up and start negotiating with him to try to get a blanket because I was 

freezing. But then, because I did not have my fill of alcohol that night, I couldn’t sleep.  And I knew 

at that moment—I had just owned my business for a few months; I had no safety net; we were 

$157,000 in debt and this business was losing money—and it struck me at that moment that, “You 

know, I’ve got a wife; I’ve got a kid; I just bought a house; I just bought a business; I don’t have 

any money to speak of and I don’t know how to live another day without drinking and I don’t know 

how to live another day with drinking. 

 

Well, that was the point at which I decided to really give this whole God-thing one last test. If God 

could show me a way to get sober, I would do my part and I felt like maybe there is a chance. I 

spent a lot of time crying, a lot of time pouring my heart out to God—you know, just letting Him 

know that I didn’t know how to do this. I didn’t have a clue how I was going to not drink. And I got 

home and I told my wife that I’ve got to do something and I started looking for: how do you get 

hooked up with treatment? It’s been a slow, long process of growth. You know, I often say I have a 

hard time seeing God in the windshield, but I can usually see Him in the rear-view mirror. A lot of 

things that happened in my business, a lot of twists and turns and things that came my way really 

became what shaped me and what helped me to experience God in my life. Jesus has saved me from 

addiction, primarily, but He’s also saved me emotionally, sexually, financially. He’s saved me from 

my own self-destructiveness. He’s saved me from a life of continuous and complete resentment and 

depression. I believe that Jesus has overhauled my relationships and my ability to have relationships 

and He has begun a work in me that is coming from the inside-out.  

 

I’m not good—never have been—never was a good person, had no hope of being good. That’s 

really why I gave up on religion. I gave up on God because I wasn’t good enough. And what Jesus 

has shown me is that if I accept Him, He’ll be good through me. I don’t have to be good. I can stop 

trying to be good. I can just surrender. I’m not really proud of all of the drinking, drugging, the 

infidelity, but I’m proud of a God that could take me out of that and use me for His glory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

*Scripture taken from the NEW AMERICAN STANDARD BIBLE 

Copyright 1960, 1962, 1963, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1987, 1988, 

The Lockman Foundation.  Used by permission. 
Lincoln Berean Church, 6400 S. 70th, Lincoln, NE 68516   (402) 483-6512   

Copyright 2011 – Bryan Clark.  All rights reserved. 
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December 3/4, 2011                           
Overcoming the World 

 

Cultivating Authentic Christian Community:  A Study in 1 John 
1 John 5:1-5 

Pastor Bryan Clark 

 
 

Opening Discussion 
 

1. What words would you use to describe people in our culture? 

 

 

2. What do people turn to in order to cope with their “stuff”? 

 

 

3. Are most people you know managing their stuff or overcoming their stuff?  What’s the 

difference? 

 

 

4. Do you think most people see God’s commands as burdensome or liberating?  Why is this?  

What about you? 

 

 

Bible Study 
 

1. John begins his conclusion and summary with chapter 5.   This chapter will make more 

sense if we review what we’ve already studied.   Go back and review these texts.  See if you 

can summarize the main point of each text in a simple sentence. 

 

1:1-5 

 

1:5-2:6 

 

2:7-11 

 

2:12-17 

 

2:18-29 

 

3:1-10 

 

3:11-24 

 

4:1-6 

 

4:7-21 
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2. Read 1 John 5:1-5.   The grammar is key to understanding verse 1.  Basically “born of God” 

is something that happened in the past but has an ongoing affect.  This means one who has 

truly experienced new birth believes what (present tense) now?  Is it possible to be “born of 

God” and believe something about Jesus that is contradictory to what the Bible says?  Why 

or why not? 

 

 

3. Why does it make sense (theologically) that if you love the Father you love His children?   

What does it mean to love God’s children? 

 

 

 

4. According to 5:2,3 to love God’s children is to love God.  How do we love God according to 

this text?  Compare to John 14:23,24.   

 

 

 

5. Do you consider God’s commandments a burden or a blessing?  Why?  What do we learn 

about our view of God if we view His commandments as a burden? 

 

 

 

6. What do you think it means to overcome the “world” (5:4)?  How do we overcome the 

world?  Faith means to believe that God tells the truth.  What does that mean to us in 

practical terms? 

 

 

 

7. The world system ultimately destroys us.  There are people all around us who are using 

everything imaginable to cope with the world system and manage the damage.  What are 

some of those ways?   According to 5:5 what is the only way to overcome the world? 

 

 

Application 
 

1. Using this text (5:1-5) as our guide, what is the only way to truly experience authentic 

Christian community?  How does this differ from viewing community as a method or 

program? 

 

 

2. As we head into the last two weeks of our study in 1 John where are you in terms of your 

thinking about community?  What have you learned?  What did you already know but it’s 

been good to be reminded of it?  What questions or frustrations do you still have? 
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